Activity Risks / Project Risks / Operational Risks / Corporate Risks
Name: Liam Finlayson
Risk Being Assessed for: Person
Risk Title: Liam Eating things that are not appropriate or safe
Risk/ Ref
No.

Risk Description & Consequences

Risk Probability
(L/M/H) 1,2,3,

Risk
Impact
(L/M/H)
1,2,3,

Risk Priority
Red if >6+
Amber if 3,4
Green if 1,2

Risk Indicator Type
: Tolerate, Treat,
Transfer,
Terminate

1

Liam eating things he should not eat
Liam likes to chew things as it gives
him good feedback.
Liam likes the taste of some unusual
things.
Liam can be hungry or thirsty and
does not know how to ask, and the
object is all that is available to him.
Liam likes the predictable response it
gives him. Risk of chocking or
swollowing dangers and harmful items
.

3

3

9

Treat

Mitigation Action

1. Staff will ensure dangerous items are locked away and not
available to Liam.
2. Staff will ensure things are in place to meet Liam's sensory
needs to chew and mouth things.
3. Staff to ensure that snacks are structured for him and only food
available at food times. Liam must not be able to access food at
any other times.
Mealtimes are:
Breakfast, snack, lunch, snack, dinner, supper
When it is time for a snack/meal, staff will put the choices for
snack or meals on the front of Liam's PECS book
Staff wil encorage Liam to use his phrase, “I want...” script to
make a request
4. If Liam has had an appropriate portion of something, (e.g. 1
yoghurt or 2 biscuits), staff will then take symbol off board and tell
him it is “finished”. Direct him to what is left or when they have all
gone tell him that snack/meal is finished.
5. Staff to encourage Liam to ask for something to eat and drink
when he needs it.
6. Staff should always give Liam a drink when he asks.
7. If Liam has got something to eat or drink he shouldn’t have,
take it away with no verbal response and limited reaction as
possible as this may be reinforcing the behaviour.
8. Staff then to support him to to ask for something appropriate to
eat or drink.
9. Seek urgent medical attention if required in Liam swollows any
inappropriate object
.
10. Contact Liam's mum at the earliest opportinuty to advise of the
situation.

Risk Priority After
Mitigation
Red if >6+
Amber if 3,4
Green if 1,2
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I/We have read, understand and agree with the risk assessment
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